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It is shown that for scattering by a radially symmetric potential in RN, N odd, the 
number of poles in a disk of radius r satisfies an estimate 
n(r) < CN(T + l)! 
This bound is sharp as shown by the special case of potentials nonvanishing at the 
boundary, where 
n(r) = KNaNrN( 1 + o( 1)). 
a being the diameter of the support. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper investigates the distribution of poles of the scattering matrix 
for scattering by a compactly supported radially symmetric potential. 
Radially symmetric scattering is often present in physical problems, and 
the properties of the scattering matrix in that case have been studied 
mainly by physicists. The paper by R. Newton [ 121 contains a survey of 
earlier work on that subject. It seems, however, that little interest was 
devoted to analysis of the uniform behaviour of components of the 
scattering matrix corresponding to spherical harmonics of large order. In 
particular, the distribution of scattering poles was discussed only for the 
case of “radial poles,” which, in effect, is the case of one dimensional 
scattering-see [ 13, 15, 173. Recent work of A. Melin [S] on the inverse 
problem in one dimension, following the ideas of Faddeev [ 11, was applied 
to the study of those poles by the author in [20]. 
For the case of a general potential in RN, N odd, the poles were studied 
in the framework of the Lax-Phillips theory-see [3, 161. Richard Melrose 
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[7] raised the question of estimating the counting function of the poles, 
which first appeared in connection with the scattering trace. He sub- 
sequently proved that the number of poles in a disk of radius r, n(r), 
satisfies a polynomial bound 
n(r) < C(r+ l)N+ l, 
see [S, 93. An analogous result for N even different from 2, was obtained 
by essentially the same methods by A. Intissar [2]. For line scattering, it 
was shown by the author in [20] that 
n(r) =; I + o(r), 
where a is the length of the convex hull of the support of the potential. The 
results of [20] apply also to the half line scattering-that is, to the “radial 
poles” in three dimensions. 
For the radial case, the scattering matrix can be decomposed into com- 
ponents acting on spherical harmonics as multiplication by a meromorphic 
function. The poles are characterized as poles of these functions, which in 
turn can be represented as quotients of entire functions (Section 2). 
Uniform estimates of these entire functions (Section 4) give some zero-free 
regions, so that for each r we need to consider only finitely many of these 
functions to obtain the counting function. Then the same estimates yield 
n(r) 6 C(r + l)! 
In the case of potentials nonvanishing at the boundary (i.e., the endpoint of 
the support) we are able to obtain a more detailed analysis, based on 
similarity with the one dimensional case. There the poles are close (at least 
as far as the density is concerned) to the zeros of 
e2iaz - 1 = 2i sin az eiaz. 
Hence for the higher dimensional radial case one could expect that, 
roughly, for spherical harmonics of order 1, the zeros of the corresponding 
entire functions should be approximated by the zeros of 
j,(az) hj”(UZ), 
where j,, hji) are spherical Bessel functions corresponding to sin and e”, 
respectively. Summing the corresponding counting functions multiplied by 
the multiplicity of the scattering matrix on spherical harmonics, i.e., the 
dimension of spherical harmonics of given order, we obtain (Theorem 2) 
n(r) = K,aNrN( 1 + o( 1)). 
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Since the poles in obstacle scattering by a sphere are precisely the zeros of 
hj’) (see, e.g., [161) in some sense, the respective poles in our problem (i.e., 
the ones close to the zeros of hj’)) correspond to the support, while the 
remaining poles lie on logarithmic lines near the real axis and are much 
more unstable under changes of the boundary behaviour of the potential. 
This corresponds to a similar principle in the case of obstacle scattering, 
where the poles close to the imaginary axis are more stable, see [4]. In 
particular, for positive potentials, the “obstacle poles” tend to zeros of hj”, 
as a sequence of positive potentials tends to infinity, while the other poles 
disappear. 
It may be noted that the easy part of our argument shows that the 
scattering poles for the sphere satisfy 
N(r) = S, x (diameter x r)N( 1 + o(l)), 
showing that the bound for the obstacle poles obtained by Melrose in [lo] 
is sharp. 
It seems that, without much difficulty, the results on potentials non- 
vanishing at the endpoints of the support could be extended to radial 
potentials vanishing to at most finite order at the boundary. A more 
difficult problem is to obtain sharp bounds on the number of scattering 
poles in the case of general potentials. 
2. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
The purpose of this section is to relate the Faddeev definition of the 
scattering matrix, in the radial case [ 11, to the standard definition from the 
Lax-Phillips theory [3,4, 163, reducing our problem to studying solutions 
of an infinite family of ordinary differential equations. 
The solution of the equation 
(A + Vr)M+ = 2*4, (1) 
with condition d k - e”‘” ‘w E L*, if +rJ > 0, can be decomposed into 
spherical harmonics 
4,(4= f i’@,(e.~M$(r), 
N-3 
P= -> (2) 
I=p 2 
where Qr(t) = (dim 2r/oN) P;(t). Writing 4’$)(r, 1) = r(N-1)‘2d: (r), one 
obtains from (1) 
d2 -- 
dr* 
+w+ 1) 
7 + V(r) d(:)(r, A) = A*d$Vr, 21, l=p,p+l,.... (3) 
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We use the following notation for the spherical Bessel functions: 
/q)(z) = 7 ( ) 
112 
( ) 
112 
f4:‘1,2(4, j,(z) = 7 J,, 1,2(z). 
Note that, for N odd, these are just polynomials multiplied by exponen- 
tial functions. 
The condition in (1) becomes 
f$‘f’(r, A) - /lpN+ ‘)‘2j,(rl) E L2 
if f 31> 0, since 
eij..r. w = (2n)N’2 f ij(r~)-(N~2)‘2Jj+(N_2)/Z(TIZ) qe .o), 
j=O 
where x = r ‘0. For x E [chsupp VI” we have 
where A k are the radiation patterns, and the scattering matrix defined on 
each ,Z;” as a multiplication operator, S(‘)(A), 
s(‘)(n) @’ = @I) f’ (4) 
is given by 
(-l)“‘-(A), (5) 
and 
S(A; 8, co) =c S”‘(A) cD[(tl. 0). (6) 
We shall now express the scattering matrix in terms of some other 
solutions to (3). Following Faddeev [ 11, we define f(‘) and q5(‘), as 
solutions of (3) satisfying 
f (1) - pd. .x-cc ’ 
?‘-” -& (P(x, A) = 1, 
respectively, where 
C,= (2/7c)“‘r(Z+ 3/2) 2-‘-“2 = (21+ l)!! 
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If jh”(.x, E.) = (i)” ‘hj’)(lx) and CJ~~‘)(A, x) = E. “+ ‘)j,(Lx), then the 
solutions above satisfy the following integral equations: 
.f”‘(x, l)=ff’(x, d)-Jm J’(i; x, t) V(t)f”‘(t, A) dt, 
\- 
(7) 
@‘(x, i) = q@,‘)(x, 2) + j-Z J/(2; x, t) V(r) q?(t, A) dt, 
x 
(8) 
where 
J’(i; x, t) = (U)‘[oyx, A)fb’)(t, -A) - qqjqt, A)f&Yx, -A)] 
(-1)‘i 
=7 [J,(Xl) hj’)( -tA)-j,(d) hj’)( -x2)]. (9) 
Faddeev defines 
A”‘(A) = lim q,(‘)(x, A), (10) 
X-r0 I 
where 
K,=(-i)’ t 0 
I/2 2/+ l/2 
f( l/2 - I) 
= i’(21- l)!! 
It follows now that 
P(x, 2) =A (f)’ [f”‘(X, 1) A(“( -A) - (- l)‘f”‘(X, -A) M”‘(A)]. 
From the asymptotic behaviour of #(‘I and f”’ and from (5) we infer 
f5$)(x, A)= (i;l)‘+1~~(N-1)‘2[~(‘)( +A)]-‘fj”‘(x, A). 
It immediately follows that 
s”‘(A) =-x(‘)(-J*) 
,(‘)(A) . (11) 
From this, the scattering poles are clearly characterized as the zeros of 
A(“. 
The following remark will also be useful later: if v(x) = aI’( where 
chsupp V= [0, a], then defining A(‘) using v one can see that 
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Hence we can restrict ourselves to potentials supported in the unit 
interval, as the corresponding counting functions, n,(r), n”,(r), satisfy 
nl(r) = n”,(m). (13) 
Faddeev’s method is particularly useful here. One could proceed directly 
from the preferred fundamental solution in R”, and obtain integral 
equations for the spherical decomposition components of outgoing and 
incoming solutions. However, the kernel, in that case, is much more 
complicated. One needs to find the action of the kernel R,(J) on spherical 
harmonics, where 
1 
&(A; x, y) =; (2X))(‘+-2)‘2 - 
( > 
(N- 2)/2 
IX-Y1 
qL,),,(~ lx-Yl). (14) 
Using Funk-Hecke formula, Rodriguez formula, and the inductive 
definition of Bessel functions one obtains 
I#)( A; r, s) = 
iwNplr((N- 1)/2) r (N-1)/2+IS(N-1)/2+/~(N-2)/2+/ 
(27c)(N-23’22’+2r(z+ (N- 1)/2) 
1 (1 - t2)’ 
X 
I ~l ~(~2+~2-2~~~)‘/2]‘N-2)‘2+’ 
x H~~p2,,2+,(l(r2 +~~-2rst)“~) dt. 
3. BESSEL FUNCTIONS PRELIMINARIES 
The asymptotic expansions of Bessel functions of large order are crucial 
for the analysis of the radial case. They were obtained by Olver in [14] 
and we shall review the facts we need below. For Airy functions, a nice and 
relevant treatment is contained in Appendix A of [ 111. Classical results can 
be found in the treatise of Watson [19]. 
The Airy function, Ai, is defined by the integral 
Ai = & f’ m ei(“+ (1/3k’) dt, 
3c 
It satisfies the Airy equation 
A?‘(z) - zAi(z) = 0, 
and to obtain other solutions we define 
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Writing Q = 2~~;’ 3 9 Ai enjoys the following asymptotic expansions: 
Ai ’ --7c 
2 
‘.*z ‘/4&? +;,f& 
if IargzJ <n and 
for larg zI < $c. 
Similar expansions hold for Ai’, and the essential difference is the 
occurrence of z1j4, rather than z - ‘I4 in the leading term. To be able to write 
down the expansions of Bessel functions we need to introduce some 
changes of variables: 
i(z) = log( 1 + Jiq - log z - $3, 
a(z) = $[w13’*, (15) 
i”(z) = 3 [ -[(z)13’2 = h(z). 
For future reference we also note that if 3z < 0, ‘93~ > 0, then 
X(tz) < 3%) for t> 1. (16) 
In fact, we only need to observe that the derivative of the imaginary part 
is nonvanishing: 
The map z H i(z) maps C\R _, conformally onto a domain in i 
plane--see [ 143. 
The asymptotic expansion of Olver takes the form 
as n + co, and where A, = 1, A,, i( - cc) = 0. The expansion is uniform for 
z away from the negative real half axis-see [14] for the exact statement, 
and definitions of A,, B,. 
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X 
A -(nQ3[) m 
n 113 c- 
A,(i) + Al(n2’31) f 
(18) 
s=O nzs 
n4/3 
s=O 
and 
114 
H!,*)(nz) - - 2ie”‘16 
X 
i 
A +(n213[) m 
c- 
A,(C) + A’, W31) m B,(i) 
n’/3 n*’ (19) s=O n 
413 c 
s=O 
-p-. 
I 
Clearly z = 1, [ = 0 is the transition point for these expansions. Stokes 
phenomenon occurs for Ai, A ~, A + while passing rays arg [ = 0, arg c = 
n/3, arg 4’ = --n/3, respectively. The intervals [0, (2~)~‘~) eini3 in the c plane 
correspond to the boundary of the “eye-shaped region,” K, in the z plane. 
This boundary, which separates regions of different behaviour is fundamen- 
tal for our considerations. 
We shall finish this section by recalling some facts on Airy quotients. Let 
us define 
Ai’ 
@i(z) = T @ -A’,(z) 
Al(z) ’ * A,(z)’ 
If @=@i or @=@+, then - 
Q’(z) = z - Q(z)‘, 
and from the Wronskian relation 
Q.(z)-@i(z)=c, [A.(z)Ai(z)l-‘. 
Note that 
and that for larg z f 431 > 6 
@ f ‘v z112 f. bi’ w-j, IzI -+ co, 
where, as before w = 3z3’*, and bz = 1. 
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN ESTIMATE 
The integral equation (7) can be solved by iteration, and we obtain 
(20) 
where 
ff;,(x, A)= -J’ f’(A;x, t) V(t)flf’(t, 1)dr. 
i 
(21) 
If we denote by 4!f) the contribution to JZ(‘) coming from ft), then we 
can write 
k 
(22) 
This series, as well as (20), certainly converges if 31> 0. As mentioned 
before, A(‘) can be continued analytically to the lower half plane, and we 
can estimate it there. 
For future reference note that 
~~yns)=(-l)‘+‘J’ 
ns 0 
j,(mr) h(‘)(m) V(t) dt. (23) 
In fact, 
x J : (j,(nsx) hj’)( -rut)-j,(m) hj”( -nsx))(i)‘+‘hj”(nst) V(t) dt 
= lim _ L(W’( - 1 )‘i 
.x-O ns 4 ql’( -nsx) J’ j,(m)(i)‘+ ‘~~jynst) v(t) dr, x 
since the contribution from the first erm in J’ vanishes. Similarly we obtain 
my) = f$ J’ j,(m) v(t) 
0 
x J ,’ (j,(nst) hj’)( -nsr) -j,(nsr) hf’)( -KU)) V(r) hj’)(nsr) dr dt. 
(24) 
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Instead of 1 we shall use 
,=I+1 1 
2’ 
.Y=--. (25) n 
This notation will facilitate he use of results mentioned in Section 3. We 
can now state the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let t(s) = f( -[(s))~‘*. Then, 
ck+l 
IA!c)(ns)l <- nk (lexp(2int(s))l + l) Ikh Oh 
where Ik is defined by induction: 
MS, x) = 1, 
l tlVt)l r/c+ I(S, xl =jx ,1 _ tstl2, ,2 Z/h, t)dt. 
Prooj If K is the eye-shaped region of Section 3, we define K, as 
follows. In the l plane, take an equilateral triangle, with the vertex at B, 
c( 1) = 0, the base of length 6, 6 < n/2, and such that P, P = <(K n iR _ ), 
bisects the base. Add to this set a disc of radius log log n/n centered at B 
intersected with {[: 0 -C arg r < 3x/2}. Take the image of this set in the 
z-plane, and adding symmetric images corresponding to other quadrangles, 
we obtain a set which we shall call 8K,. Then, K, = 8K, u K. Note that K, 
depends on n. By symmetry of the scattering matrix 
S( -/I) = S(A), (26) 
we only need to consider the case ‘82 > 0, i.e., %zs > 0. We shall assume first 
that 3s < 0. 
Since 
we need to estimate ff’(nx, s), for small x and show that 
K,Ckf’ 
SlfW 4 G (nsx), nk I I (lexpGQnt(s))l + 1) Zk(O, ~1. 
580/82/2- 10 
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As ff) is given by (21), we need to get inductive estimates on fp) in all 
ranges of X. These we will divide into the following: 
A SXE [KB]' 
B sx~dK, 
C sx~K\dK~. 
We shall further distinguish cases B, and B, by dividing L?K, into dKL 
and ilKi. The second one, c?Kz, is given by te union of images of the part of 
the disc around the point B in the definition of K, above. Then dKi is just 
dK,\aK~. We put 
B, SXE~K;, 
B2 sx~dK;. 
The separation into different ranges is clearly needed, since we are going 
to use asymptotic expansions of Bessel functions as n -+ co. Since 
n(log log n/n) + co, the asymptotic expansions for HL’)(nsx) and HA*)(nsx) 
are valid outside B,, with errors O((log log PZ-~) near B,. 
The kernel J’ defined by (9) can be rewritten as 
J’(ns;x, t)= n(~t)“~[H~‘)(n~x)H~~)(nst)- H;‘(nst) H~2)(nsx)], (27) 
or 
J’(ns;x, 2)=2~(xt)“*[J,(nsx)H~*‘(nst)- J,(nst) fp(nsx)] (28) 
and again, depending on relative position of sx and st, we define cases 
AA, %A, J%A, B,B,, B,B,, CA, CB,, -2, CC, 
in the obvious way, e.g., 
AA SXE [Ka]",st~[K6]'. 
We shall use the following abbreviated notation: 
5, = f( - i(sx))3’2, (29) 
and 5, similarly, where z3j2 is chosen real on the real axis. Also 
L = 3(r(4)3’2, (30) 
rl, similarly. The reason for these abbreviations will be clear, when we use 
the asymptotic expansions of Section 3. 
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Since the terms involving A’, in the expansions of H’ and H* (18), (19), 
can be written as 
(31) 
they are significant only in aK,, where they are of the form similar to that 
of the leading term. 
To simplify notation we shall write 
(xt)“2 
4’; x% t)= ~(1 -(st)*)(l - (sx)*)~1/4’ 
Using the expansions, quoted in Section 3, and employing the remark 
above, one can easily obtain expansions for J’. For the purpose of our 
estimate we can also omit the terms of lower order in n and c, since from 
(18), ( 19), (3 1 ), and the definition of K,, the approximations below are 
valid with the right hand sides multiplied by 1 + O((log log n))‘). We get 
AA J’(ns; x, t) 
B, A J’(ns; x, t) 
In the above, (27) was used for AA, B, A, CA, and (28) for the remaining 
estimates. Note that the expansions in B, B,, CBi, and CC are identical as 
there are no transition regions for J, and Hi*) there. 
Note that on i(B,) Airy functions “are just Airy functions,” and we can 
only use some estimates [ 19, Sects. 3.6, 7.331 
IAi( d C(1 + l~l’/~)-i exp($lz13/*), (32) 
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so that 
IAi(n2!3[)l d C( 1 + ?z’;6 1[1’14) ’ Clog n, (33) 
since 151 = 1$(<)312 I < log log n/n in B,. Hence for B,B, 
lib)l “4 Ii “4 mg n)’ 
J’(ns; x, ‘1 d cJ(s; x, ‘1 (1 + n’/6 I[(~~)I l/4)( 1 + n’/6 l&t)1 l/4) n2/3’ (34) 
For the purpose of our estimate, we are interested in the range C, but it 
is clear from (21) that we need to have appropriate estimates for all x. 
Case A. This case applies only to s belonging to [Ka]‘, We claim that 
ff’ satisfies the following bound for x such that SXE [KS]“: 
ifkh x)l 6 
ck+ ’ /xsI I’* 
nk 11 - (sx)~~ ‘j4 lexp(2nit(s) - i&)1 zk(s, x). (35) 
From the definition of fr’ and the expansion of HL”(nz) (18), the 
estimate (35) is satisfied for k = 0. Induction, using the estimates for 
J’(ns; x, t) in AA, proves it for higher k, as we observe that AA is the only 
region we need to consider. In fact, 
Ifk + I@% x)i 
< I ’ IJ’( w x, t)l 
Ck + ’ 1 tsl”* 
le2ni5(s)- inrrl 1V(t)1 Zk(s, t) dt 
r nk 11 - (~t)~l”* 
x ‘I s x 
e2”is(s)( ( leinSrp2in511 + le-i”crl) I 1 !‘;r:l!, ,* Zk(s, t) dt, 
where we can use (16). 
Case B,. We claim the following estimate is true in the range B,: 
ck+’ 
If&s, x)1 6 - 
lxsl ‘I2 
nk 11 - (xs)‘~ l/4 (IexpWtXs) - M,)l + IW -X,)1). 
(36) 
This is satisfied for k = 0, as 
IXSJ I’* 
IV’(nsx)l d C I 1 _ txs)21 l,4 (le’“& + le-in5.rl), 
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For the induction step we shall use estimates on J’(ns; x, t) given by 
asymptotic expansions in the regions B,A and B,B,, since in (21) 
In the case Bi A, (36) is a consequence of (35), once the cosine is 
expressed in terms of exponentials, and we observe that 
lexp(i(nt, - 2n5,))l G lew( -inL)L (37) 
from (16), since x Q t, and lexp( -2intt)l < 1, since st E A. 
For B,B,, we can apply the estimate of .Z’(ns; x, t) in B,B, and the 
inductive step is easily completed as 
where we can use (37) again. 
Case B, . First assume that SE [Ka]‘. Then we claim 
Ihf(w XII 
lxsl 1’2 lQsx)l v4 
‘g 11 -(xs)‘,‘,4(1 +@ 1&~),‘,4) lexp(2in<(s))l og nZ,(s, x). (38) 
Again it is clear that this is satisfied for k = 0. 
It is easy to see from the definition of c(z) (15), that the diameter 
log log n/n 
in the 4 plane corresponds to the diameter 
[log log n/n] 2’3 
in the z plane (dc/dz < 0 at z = 1, so that z - 1 has the same homogeneity as 
[ = (#5)2’3). Hence the interval in t corresponding to B2B2 has length 
(c/ls])(log log n/n)2’3. Using the estimate (34), the induction hypothesis for 
k - 1, and the above comment, we obtain 
ck+l 
lxsl”* li(sx)l”” 1 
‘nk- I1 - (xs)~[ “4( 1 -t n116 li(sx)l 1’4) Isl 
x (log fp” n)2’3(log n)3 le2int;(s)l Zk(s, x). 
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In B,A, we obtain 
J’(ns; x, t) d 3 J(s; x, t) 
log n Ii(=)1 l/4 
7 (1 + nq[(sX)I ‘I”) 
[le -~mCfl + leiniil 1,
Since st E [Ka]‘, the first term is bounded, and induction from (35) 
yields the estimate (38). 
If s E aKi, then 
cktl lx4 ‘j2 liW)l 
Ifkh ‘)I G nk- l/6 11 _ txs)2] (1 + 
rP,[(sx), 1’4) 
2k’3 
X (log n) ‘ + ZkZk(S, x). 
In fact, 
Ifdw x)l c c , 1 + 
,[(sx)l 1’4 (XSI “2 
n”6,~(sx))1’4, 11 - (xs)‘j n*‘6 log n, 
(40) 
and similarly to the previous cases we have that (34) in the inductive 
argument yield (39). 
Case C. The estimate in this region is our final goal, and it is actually 
of the form stated in the beginning of the proof (once we use the expansion 
of t(z) as 2 -+ 0): 
C PI+1 
bhkh x)i G - 
lx.5 ‘I2 
nk 11 - (sx)~)“~ 
x (lexp(2int(s) + nr.x)l + lexp(6)l) zk(sT x). (41) 
For k = 0, a stronger estimate is true: 
(42) 
and we shall use induction again, in the three subcases starting again with 
s E [KJ. 
We have 
1 
s s 
= 
x SI E K\aK;, +Js,.au:lil+j . st E [KS]’ 
The first and the last integral are straightforward, if we observe that 
lew(-M.)l = lexp(4,y)l, lew nPt I G levMx)l. 
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In the case CB,, after using (36) and the expansion of J’(ns; x, t), we get 
exponential terms, each bounded by ]e2i”c(s)+“5‘]. 
In the CB, case we proceed as in the Case B,, using (38) and the 
following consequence of (33) and asymptotic expansions of H(‘) and I#*) 
(compare CB,): 
J’(ns; x, t) <-$$ IS(s; x, t)l lentrl clog n. 
Since we integrate over an interval of langth (log log n/n)“’ in t, we can 
complete the inductive step. 
Since the estimate of J’ in CB, and CC is of the same form as the 
estimate in B,B,, the induction step when SE 8Ki is the same as in 
Case B,. 
For s E aKi, the induction step follows easily using (43) in CB, and the 
induction hypothesis in CC. 
The case of s E K \aK, easily follows from the expansion of J’(ns; x, t) 
in CC. 
This completes the proof for the case 3s < 0. For Js > 0 we obtain the 
conclusion of the lemma similarly, as the exponential terms cancel. 1 
The bound on the number of the scattering poles can now be established 
and we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let v be a radially symmetric potential in RN, N odd: 
v(x)= Vlxl), VE L”( [0, a]). 
Then the number of scattering poles in (z: IzI <r} satisfies 
n(r) < CNaNrN + o(rN), 
where CN depends on N only. 
Proof: By (13) we may assume that a= 1. Let n/(r) be the number of 
zeros of A!“’ in {z: IzJ 6 r}. Let us note that it follows from Lemma 1 that 
n,(r) = 0 for I > 2r, since the disc around zero of radius 4 is contained in K. 
Hence, using Jensen equality (see, e.g., [lS]) we have 
n(r) N c 1 n,(r) IN-* 
I 
=c C n,(r)lNp2< 1 c’lNp2 
s 
3r n,(x) -dx 
1<2r 1<2r 1 x 
log IA”)(3reiQ)j dtI -log j&!“‘(O)1 
> 
. 
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From Lemma 1, IJzY”‘(O)~ = 1 + o(l) and 
Od8dlK 
In the lower halfplane 
l), for 
so that we need to prove that 
nl3<(~)~<Cr for l+4=n<2r. 
From (15) in Section 3, we have 
n5 f 0 ( = ni log 
n+JiFT 1 n2 zz -- 
Z n FJ. 
Since z = 3reiB and n/3r < 213, we see that 
Ilog((n + dn)/z)l d K,, 
for some constant K,. Thus, clearly 
<K,n+r<Cr. 
This implies that 
n(r) < CL 1 rP* + o(P) - C,rN. 1 
f-c*?- 
5. DISTRIBUTION OF THE POLES 
To obtain approximate asymptotic formulae for the scattering poles of a 
radial potential nonvanishing at the boundary, we shall proceed similarly 
to the one dimensional case. Here, however, one does not have the elegant 
tool of Fourier transform representation and one has to work directly with 
A!(‘) to obtain the leading term. 
We shall show that in fact, 
A(‘)(m) - 1 + dj’)(ns) 9 
in the relevant region, and that the integral (23) representing .A&(‘) can be 
expressed, using integration by parts, as a leading exponential term and an 
integral error term. 
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First we need to prepare for our integration by parts. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that s < 0. 
Then for s E [Kg]’ 
hj”(ns) = Q,,(s) (ns) 
and for s E 8Ki 
jdns) = @l(s) iji (ns), ( ) 
where 
_ cij(n2/3<) d(s7 n,+ n -2’3(@-(i))-1c -’ 1 a(s,n)+n-4’3@-Cijb ’ 
- (1-;2)1/2. 
as n-co, valid in the respective regions and where U(S) = 
(c/s)C(l - ~2Y11”2, a,b,c,dgS’(C,R), anda=l+o(l), d=l+o(l). 
Proof: This is immediate from 
((d/d.) W))(ns) _ 2is I tfC’9’b) 
hj’)(ns) H!,‘)( ns) 
and the asymptotic expansions of H, , (l) (Hj,l))‘, and @ _ , @i, respectively 
(see Section 3). 1 
Denote by @Js) the following function defined on 
@n(S) = 
@iss), if SEIKO 
Q,(s), if s E [K6]‘. 
The following lemma is the integration by parts we need. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that s E [K,\BKA]‘, Js < 0. Then 
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c’ hj”(nst)j,(nst) V(r) dt 0 
= “n’;;,V’l’ hj )(ns)j,(ns) 
h)“(nst) j,(nst)( V’(t) @),(a) + V’(t) s@;(st)) dt + F,,(s), 
where 
d(s)=max(t:stE+Kj 
and 
IF,Ss)l d 
n-2/3 C(log n)’ + C 11 VII 53 ifs/lsl E aK; 
C II VII m + Wn ~ ‘I3 IsI) otherwise. 
Proof Assume first hat s/Is1 E [aKi]” and s E [aKi]‘. We shall split the 
domain of integration into 
O<t<d(s), (44) 
d(s) < t < d”(s), (45) 
d”(S)<?< 1, (46) 
where 
d(s) = maxi t: SZE aKi>. 
In regions given by (45) and (46), we shall use Lemma 2 applied with j, 
and h j1 1, respectively. Hence 
j’ hj’)(nst) j,(nst) V(t) dt = i1 @;(st)(hj’))‘(nst) j,(nsl) V(t) dt, 
d(s) J(s) 
and we can use the following integration by parts: 
s ’ (hj’))‘(nst) j,(nst) F,(t) dt (1 
=A F,(t) hj”(nst) j,(nst)lt 
1 b 
-I hi’)(nsl)j,(nst)Fj(r)dt-~~F,(I)df. 
2ns O 
(47) 
u 
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To obtain (47) one uses the Wronskian relation 
hj’)(nst) j;(m) = (hj’))‘(nst) j,(W) + i. 
Hence we can write 
i ' hj')(nst) j,(m) V(t) dt A(s) 
= y$ hjl’(ns) j,(m) V( 1) 
1 ’ 
4 hs A(s) 
h(‘)(nst) j,(nst)( V’(t) Q,,(H) + V(t) s@L(st)) dt 
+&s 
V(Ti(s)) hj’)(nd”(s)s) j,(nd(s)s)[@~(~(s)s)- @;(d”(s)s)] 
wf(s)s) 
2ns 
V(d(s)s) hjl)(nd(s)s) j,(nA(z).s) 
V(t) Q,(G) dt. 
The last two terms are bounded and we need to estimate the third term. 
We can easily get the asymptotic behaviour of the term in square brackets 
there. In fact. 
@;(d(s)s) - @,(&s)s) 
- [a(J(s)s)]-‘n1’3 ~(;~~:;;~$:;;~ (1 + 0 (g) 
= [a(J(s)s)]--1n’/3c[A’pAi’]-1 
(1+0(t)). 
from Wronskian relations and the definitions of @_ , @i. Hence 
@gd(s)s) - @,; (&)s) WC 
d(s)s 
(1 - (&S)s)‘)2 
exp( -2in<(~(s)s)) 
and 
i!- hj’)(nd”(s)s) j,(nd”(s)s)[@L(d(s)s) - @,;(d(s)s)] 
2ns 
C 1 
(1 - (~(s)s)~) ns +q$ 
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as ) 1 - J(s)s( > (n ’ log log R)*‘~. Since 
c 
A(0 
hj”(nst) j,(nst) V(t) dt 
0 
is bounded we have proved the lemma in the case SE [K,]‘, s/Is1 $aKi. 
For s E 8Ki, the procedure is similar and actually simpler. 
When s/Is1 E aKi, the error term, R’,,(s), contains s$s’ and the boundary 
term at d(s) for which we use the estimates for Airy functions. We can 
write 
JA’.‘) hj”(nst) j,(nst) b’(t) dt = j,“‘“‘+ iA“‘, 
0 d(l) 
where 
I(s) = min{ t: 11 -.~st( < (n-’ log log n)*13}. 
The first integral is bounded by C (1 VI( o3 nP213, while the second one by 
C 11 VII a(log ,)*H-*‘~. The boundary term, 
~“(~~~)s)hi”(nd(s)s) j,(nA(s)s) 
* is bounded by (logn) /n 4’3. This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
We actually need more than this in order to have a leading term. For 
this we shall restrict ourselves to the following range of s, depending on n: 
JF= 
i 
log cn 
s:J5(s)< -7 
1 
. 
LEMMA 4. Zf V( 1) # 0, then for s E .I: 
s 
’ hj”(nst)j,(nst)( V’(t) @,(st) + sV(t) Q;(H)) dt 
A(s) 
= E,(S) @JS) V( 1) hj’)(ns) j,(ns) + E,(S)% 
where E,(S) + 0 as n -+ cc uniformly in s E J; and as s -+ cc uniformly in n, 
and where &n(s) -+ 0 as n + GO uniformly in s. 
Proof: We integrate by parts as in the proof of Lemma 3 to obtain the 
following expression for the left hand side: 
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1 ’ 
-.I 2ns A(s) 
hj’)(nst) j,(mt)( V”(t)[@,(st)12 + V’(t) s@L(st) @,(a) 
+ V’(t) s*@,(st) @;(a) + V(r) s’[@;(st)]‘) dt+ G,(s). (48) 
The error term is now slightly different and can be estimated by 
C(logn) n * iI3 if s/Is1 E aK2 and by Cn2’31sj -i otherwise. Hence the term 
G,(s) is bounded by the second term on the left hand side. 
We shall use the following notation: 
A#(s) = 
{ 
A(s) if s/Is1 E aKg 
t: ~&St) = 0 otherwise 
Ah(s)= {t:J<(st)=O). 
If we split the integral in (48) into 
then we observe that 
s .4X(s) 1 (log n)’ <-- if(S) 2n IsI n2j3 II vIIc2C s,l;;” I1 _ &,2 dt d C(h 42n1’3. 
Thus again this term is absorbed by Enn, and we only need to consider 
integration in A#(s) < t < 1. 
We can assume that 11 - SI < 6, 6 a small fixed number, since estimates 
in this case will yield estimates for larger S, bounded away from 1. Hence 
we need to prove the following inequality: 
s I lexp(2inW))l dt < E n lwOX(~)h A*(s) Il-.d17’2 ’ ll-sl . 
If we write <(sr) = x(t) - iy(t), then the condition s E J: implies 
ezny(‘) > cn. 
We shall also write s= IsI e-ie and 
1 - st = r(t) eieL(‘). 
We observe that 
(49) 
<(A#(s)s) x t)3’2, <(Ab(s)s) =: 63’2. (50) 
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We need to establish an approximate relation between r and 8. Since 6 is 
small, it is easy to see from (15) in Section 3 that 
((z) - $i( 1 - z)3i2 for 11 -zij <6. 
Hence 
y(t) -v -jr(t)3’2 cos &b(t), 
and 
cos $(I) = (1 - lstl cos Q/r(t), 
sin $(t) = (lstl sin 0)/r(t). 
Thus 
& Y(l) - -3 ((1 --t ISI cos @(r(t)+ 1 - 2 IsI cos 0)“’ 
-t IsI sin @r(t) - 1 + t IsI cos O)“‘}, 
and IsI = cos 8 + (r( 1)2 - sin2 O)‘12. Define 
dq(s)=min{{t:r(t)>K,,8}u{1}}, (51) 
where K, is a large constant to be chosen. Then for Ail(s) < t < 1 
Note that for n 
otherwise d”(s) may 
We can write 
y(t) x r( tp2e, x(t) =: r( t)3’2. (52) 
sufficiently large AU(s) = d #(s) if s/Is1 E aKi, while 
be equal to 1. 
In the first integral we shall change variables 
4, 
and in the second 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) dx. 
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It is easy to see that 
for d+(s) < t < 1, 
and 
I I 
$ > c l&t)11’3 for fl#(s)<t<dq(s), 
i.e., when 8 > r/K, for some fixed K, . Hence using (50) 
s A”(s) dC, s Y@(S)) e2”y A*( ) 0 j5(st)p3 dy Gcb Iy(&)) e2”y o y2- 4 
=C&(e b zny(dt(s))- 1)&+2"v(dl(')), 
393 
since if Ah(s) > A#(s), then s/Is1 $ aK2 and 8 > (log log n/n)2i3. 
The second integral is nonzero only if Ah(s) < 1, and we observe that if 
K, is large enough, (52) holds for K, replaced by K&O0 and we can 
assume that Y( 1) > K, 8, r(d”(s)) < (K,/lOO)& This means that we are 
really using two different Ah(s). When Ah(s)< 1, Ah(s) defined by (51), we 
change K, to K,/lOO in (51) and subsequently shift part of the integrand in 
(53) from the first integral to the second. It also follows from (52) that 
there exists 0 <a < 1, such that, for every s we can find t(s) so that 
x(r(s)) = ax(l), Y(t(s))<iY(l). 
In fact, r(t(s)) x a213r( 1) and ~‘/~r( 1)1/2e < )r( 1)1/28, provided a < ( 1/3)3. 
Let us define 
B = 15vY~b)l and p=x(l)-x(Ah(s)). 
Changing variables (54), we obtain 
Clearly, It( > j<(A”(s)s)j’ + (x(t) - x(A~(s)))~, and putting 
(x(t) -- x(A”(s)))/j?, we obtain 
x= 
(57) 
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(since x(dh(s)) x (r(~I~(.s)))“~ 4x(l), the choice of a, is not affected 
significantly ).
The first erm can be estimated by 
@nY(l(sl) 
< n5j3 
Ce2n.v(l.s) 
8513 (log log n)5!3’ 
since ,L? > log log n/n. Hence 
I 
rn( 1 ) n5/3 
Ce2nY(r(s)) 
.W%)) ‘(log log n)5’3 
Cn e2n(Y(l)bYMsH) 
’ (log log n)5’3 41) 
e2”Yw)) 2 (58) 
as e2nJ’(1) > cn and y(t(s)) < $y(l). 
After integration, the second term in (57) is bounded by Ce2n.“(1)/p5/3, 
and 
5 
x(l) C n - e2n.v(l) 
..cl,floglognr(l) ’ 
as p > log log n/n and r(1) x p2j3 (since x(dq(s)) 4x(l)). 
Returning to (56) we see that it gives the right estimate if A”(s)= 1, for 
then 11 --sI - ct3. When A”(s) < 1, then actually A”(S) < t(s) (see the 
remarks following (56)), so y(Ah(s)) < f y( 1) and the estimate follows from 
the lower bound on 8: 8 > (n-i log log n)“‘. 
It only remains to show that the first term is in (48) and satisfies the 
desired estimate. But this is clear since 
(n~l-s2~3~2)~1<(loglogn)-1. 1 
Lemma 1 is not enough to show that A$‘) is of lower order but we have: 
LEMMA 5. Zf V( 1) # 0, then for s E J; 
IA$‘)(ns)l <E,(S) @‘(‘) ‘(‘) hj’)(ns) j,(ns) + E,(S), 
(nsJ2 
(59) 
where E,(S) + 0, E,(s) + 0, as n + CC uniformly in SE J: and as s -+ co 
uniformly in n. 
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Proof: Let us recall (24): 
1 1 
hq’(ns) =(ns)2 i o j,W) Uf) 
x 
s 
,l (jr(nst) hj’)( -nsr) - j,(nsr) hj’)( -nst)) V(r) hj’)(nsr) dr dt. 
First observe that 
s 
1 
1 j,(nst) hj’)( -nnst)l dr 6 C,, 
0 
since the exponential terms cancel and 11 - (~t)~l~ 1’2 is integrable. Hence, 
the second term in (24) can be estimated by 
Cl max ’ h{‘)(nsr) j,(nsr) V(r) dr . 
I 
Applying Lemma 3 to the integral we obtain 
s ’ I = @‘(~~sv(r)h~l)(nsr) j,(nSr)(f=max(l,d(s)) 
1 1 -- 
I 22s max( r, d(r)) 
hj’)(nsr) j,(nsr) 
x (V’(r) @Jsr) + V(r) s@;(v)) dr + F,,(s, t), 
with desired bound for the last term. For max{ t, d(s)} < r < 1 we have 
n ( ) 
l/3 
I@,W)l d Cl.4 log log n ’ 
and 
I@Xsr)l < C 
n 
log log n’ 
Hence, using (16) we obtain 
@,b-) V(r) 
2ns 
hf”(nsr) j,(nsr) G np 1’3 Ihj’)(ns) j,(m)/. 
580/82/2- 11 
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The second term, since ( 1 - (sr)‘l “’ is integrable, is bounded by 
(loglogn))‘l hj’i(n.s)j,(~~)l. For the first erm in (24) we observe that 
s J,eK [j,(n~t)]~V(t) (j’ hj”(nsr) hj’)( -nsr) l’(r)) dt, I 
is bounded, since again the exponential terms cancel and 11 - (.~t)~l~ i” is 
integrable. Introducing the notation 
F,(t) = j1 h;“(w) h(“( -nsr) dr, 
I 
we only need to estimate the integral 
Writing [j,(nst)]’ = ij,(nst)(hj’)(nst) + hj2)(nst)), and proceeding as 
before we can apply Lemma 3 to the first erm and observe that the second 
term, j,(,st) hj2)(nst), contributes a bounded term after integration. 1 
The above lemmas give us an expression for A(‘) of the desired form and 
to understand the distribution of the poles we need to study some transcen- 
dental equation: 
LEMMA 6. The solutions of 
exp(2inr) = n2( l-s’), 
where 5 = t(s) in ‘St > - 742, 35 < 0, 151 > 6 are given by 
(60) 
xk log n 
,Jp)=--j-- 
n n 
where f(c)= 1 -s2, and where q,(k)<C,,b,kJn2-E, CE,6.k-+0 as k-+ co. 
Proof Let us write t = x - iy. First we claim that 
Y=E!(t)X+& 
at points solving (60), where 
/ 
CEnp’+’ when 11 ---I < 1/2foreverys>O, 
k$ < cwl + 151) 
2n I-4 
when /l --sI > l/2, 
and where le;l = 0 in the first case and l&l <log n/n, in the second. 
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Indeed, if ( 1 - ~1 < l/2, then 
11 -,s*[ a 1412’3= Ix[*‘~(~ + ls~12)1’3, 
3v e2ne,b x 2k 
In*(l -.?)I a 
n”(&iX)k 
n* 1~1*‘~(1+ 1~~1~)~‘~ En* IxI~~~(~ + l~~l*)‘/~ 
2k &* I$.lk &-*I3 
‘k! (1 + l&LIZ)“3 + coY 
as n + co, unless nkP2 I EL 1 k is bounded for all k, which implies our estimate. 
When 11 --sI > l/2 and x>O then, by (15) 
1 
s-w+;+0 151 , ( ) (62) 
so we get our conclusion from 
If x < 0, then l/2 < 11 - ~‘1 < c, so that since 1x1 > 6/2 we get the desired 
estimate. 
Thus, for any 5 solving (60), 
5 =x( 1 - i&k(t)) + EL(<). 
By the mean value theorem, f(C) =f(x) - iyf’(x - iytl), 0 < 8 < 1. Now, 
di ds d Id2 
lf’(5)1= -g&-s*) =cll-s21’,2’ 
so that for 11 -.rl < l/2 
y If’b- ir@ =: ClEbl 
If( 
” . 
For 11 --I > l/2 and x>O, we obtain using (62) If'(r)1 N
I51 (I+ WI51 -‘)I, and thus, 
y If’b- tY@ :, 
If( 
x eb+fq (l+O(lrJP’)). 
( > 
If x < 0, 11 - SI > l/2, then f’(r), f(x) are bounded from above and 
below so that finally we obtain 
f(O=f(x)(l +g”), 
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where E,, satisfies 
C,n- ‘+I, if /l-sl<1/2,foreveryc>O, 
E”, <
c”og!l + 1m+m 
1x1 n I-KI 
if 
n 
11 - $1 < l/2. 
Hence, for 5 solving the equation (60), 
and 
y=&2logn+log If(x)1 +log I1 +E,l), 
x-nk I axf(x)+arg(l+&) 
n 2n 2n . 
Since argf(x) 6 x/4 and k > can, 
+x=$(1 +i::)+&arg(l +E,). 
Thus using the mean value theorem again, we infer that all the solutions 
in I<[ > 6, are given by (61). It only remains to check that to each rp) 
corresponds exactly one solution. To do so we can use the argument 
principle (see, e.g., [IS]), and we define 
Inserting this in (60) we obtain 
odf(il:‘+&e”) ~eieio+2ni~(k)f~~~~~eie;] , 
and using the mean value theorem again, we can compare the term in 
square brackets with exp(ie”) - 1, which finishes the proof, as the winding 
number around zero is one. 1 
We also need some estimate for the number of zeros which Lemma 6 
misses. 
LEMMA 7. For every 6 > 0, there exists n(6), such that for n > n(6) the 
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number of solutions of (60) in 1 e I < 6 is bounded by c an, where c is indepen- 
dent of n and 6. 
Proof For 11 - sj -C cS~‘~, we have 
r-$i(l -s)3’2, 1-s2-(-;~)“3(2-(-g)2’3), 
and the equation takes the form 
e 2inC = cn2(2/3( 1+ o((‘13)), 
where the error is a power series in 5 2’3 Taking w as a new variable w = n< .
we get 
e2im = cn4j3 w2j3( 1 + 0(w/n2)“‘). 
Let us define a function F, for 0 < 1 ml < 6n, 
F(w) =$. 
We want to solve 
O=cF(w)(l+U((~)2’3))-n413 
=(cF(w)-n’/‘)(l+0((:)“1)), 
and the argument principle allows us to consider cF(w) - n2j3 only. 
Let us define a curve 9&, in the w plane as 
9R,.= {Re""'2'e':O<0<n}u {it:r< ItI <R}u (re”“‘2’8’:0<0<7r}, 
oriented so that the larger half circle has positive orientation. 
If 5 solves (60) then 151 P2’3 < cn2, and thus 
if n>5! 8p13/3=n(6). 
Hence to enclose the zeros in I WI < n6 and f ‘SW > 0 we can take Z$, with 
R=nd and r such that erjr213 <eR/R213 (with analytic continuation of w213 
matching the lower half plane in each case separately). Then F(f%x,,) is a 
curve intersecting the imaginary axis 2( [R/x] + 1) times. It follows as a 
simple consequence of the argument principle that for any translation of F 
the number of zeros in a half disk of radius R is bounded by CR. It follows 
that for 151~ 6 the number of zeros is at most cn& 1 
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Now we can finally prove: 
THEOREM 2. If t’ is a radially symmetric potential in R,, N odd, 
4x)= V(lxl L VE C*[O, al, V(a) # 0, 
then the number of scattering poles of v in (z: JzI 6 r}, n(r), satisfies 
n(r) = K,aNrN( 1 + o( 1)). 
Proof Again, using (12) we may assume that a = 1. It is clear from 
Lemma 1 that all the poles, corresponding to n lie in J: for some c. Also by 
(26) it follows that we can restrict ourselves to !M B 0, i.e., St(s) 2 -n/2, 
i = ns. 
Hence recalling our notation (25), we obtain 
3c 
n(r)-CL C n,(r) IN- 2, (63) 
/=(n-3)/Z 
where nl(r) is the density of zeros of JY(‘). 
From (22), 
.AZ(“(ns) = 1 + Ai” + Ai’) + 1 Ajf)(ns). 
k>2 
Using Lemma 1 to estimate the last term, Lemma 5 for the third term, 
and Lemmas 3 and 4 to express the first erm, we obtain that in J’f 
M”‘(ns) = 1 + (- l)‘+ ’ “‘$‘sTL’) hj’)(ns) j,(ns)(l + E,(S)) + E,(s). 
n 
Since 
e2ni<(s) 
hj’Yns)jdns) - is (1 -s21,,22 when SE J:. 
The zeros are the roots of an equation of the form (8, term can be 
absorbed into the main term for SEJ:) 
0= 1 +i(-l)‘+’ e2”‘t(“) 
n’( 1 - s2) 
(1 + E,(S)) + E,(s). 
Hence if we denote the right hand side by gl(s), we can apply Rouche’s 
theorem with f,(s) given by 
f/(s) = 1 + 
e2nrS(s) 
(-l)‘in*(l -s*)’ 
for which we know the approximate location of zeros by Lemmas 6 and 7. 
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We need contours %?;, such that If,(s) - g,(s)1 < If,(s)1 on %7;. We also 
want %‘; to be close to a circle of radius r/n around zero, so that the 
number of zeros inside 97; approximates n,(r). Now, 
e2m5(s) 
If/b) - g,(s)1 = &z(S) n*(l _ s*) > 
and that it strictly less than If,(s)l, provided we are far enough from the 
zeros of f,(s). The oscillatory behaviour of e2’“5(s) and Lemma 6 imply that 
such a choice of contour is possible, if we avoid a neighbourhood of 1, 
11 - s[ < ~b*‘~. Hence, if N,(p) is the number of zeros of f,(s) in a disk of 
radius p, then 
where leil < dn. 
Since <jJ), ‘%Zyp) > 0, lie near the real axis, so do sp), t(Q)) = tp) (using 
the mean value theorem, with bounds depending on 6), and the number of 
zeros of fi(s) corresponding to ‘$I( > 0 is given by 
N:(P)- o 
{ 
n@(p) + E; + if p>l, 
P< 1, 
I$.+/ <ah. The zeros corresponding to -n/2 Q ‘325 < 0, lie near 
8K n { ‘3s > 0}, and their number satisfies 
where Isix + I < cih and 
h(p)=q+W((peis), for 8 such that J<(pe”) = 0. 
Let us observe that 
h(p)= 
0 if p<+ 
7.42 if p>l. 
Hence n(r) = n+(r) + n-(r), where 
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as we observe that 
For the second term we obtain 
But 
Hence, since 6 was arbitrary it follows that 
n(r)=K,rN(l+o(l)). 1 
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